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Traditional mobile Ad Hoc network routing protocols are mainly based on the Shortest Path, which possibly results in many
congestion nodes that incur routing instability and rerouting. To mitigate the side-efforts, this paper proposed a new bioinspired
adaptive routing protocol (ATAR) based on a mathematics biology model ARAS. This paper improved the ARAS by reducing the
randomness and by introducing a new routing-decision metric “the next-hop fitness” which was denoted as the congestion level
of node and the length of routing path. In the route maintenance, the nodes decide to forward the data to next node according to
a threshold value of the fitness. In the recovery phase, the node will adopt random manner to select the neighbor as the next hop
by calculation of the improved ARAS. With this route mechanism, the ATAR could adaptively circumvent the congestion nodes
and the rerouting action is taken in advance. Theoretical analysis and numerical simulation results show that the ATAR protocol
outperforms AODV and MARAS in terms of delivery ratio, ETE delay, and the complexity. In particular, ATAR can efficiently
mitigate the congestion.

1. Introduction

A bioinspired mechanism from cell biology called adap-
tive response by attractor selection [1] (ARAS for short) is
employed to propose a new adaptive on-demand routing
protocol (MARAS for short) [2–4]. ARAS is originally a
model for host Escherichia coli cells to adapt its behavior such
as metabolic synthesis in order to keep the high growth rate
in the dynamically changing nutrient condition.TheMARAS
adaptively select the appropriate next hop according to the
solution result of the ARAS mechanism. Comparing with
the traditional routing protocol, ad hoc on-demand distance
vector routing [5–13] (AODV for short), MARAS provides an
effective route recovery to tackle link failures [14–16] without
issuing any additional broadcast control message, reduces the
average delay, and has higher delivery efficiency.

Unfortunately, the protocols stated above still have many
deficiencies [17–19], such that they are mainly based on the
condition “Shortest Path,” and possibly form many conges-
tion nodes to cause routing instability and rerouting process.
AODV and MARAS take the hop count of feedback from

the destination as the only parameter to update routing
information without considering the impact of heavy load
nodes on the routing stability [20, 21]. Furthermore, they also
did not take the load balancing into account, whichmay form
local “hotspots” and lead to the selection of an extremely
congested node as the next hop. The congested next hop
will result in frequent rerouting, trigger more route control
packets, aggravate the network congestion, and consume a
large amount of network resource.

To overcome these weaknesses, this study also utilizes
the adaptability and robustness [22–26] of the bioinspired
mechanism ARAS and is concerned about the impact of
congestion node while preserving the character of “Shortest
Path” in the routing design. In summary, we have three
major contributions in this work. Firstly, based on the ARAS,
this paper utilizes a cross-layer design method to present
a new bioinspired routing-decision metric, that is, the next
hop fitness. This route metric could denote the congestion
level of node and the length of routing path. Secondly, the
original ARAS model in the MARAS utilizes a noise-driven
stochastic approach when the routing path deteriorates, and
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Figure 1: The behavior model of bacteria in the reactor.

its randomicity would lead to a noneffective node selection.
This study eliminates its randomicity by redefining themodel
and the meanings of parameters. The MARAS might suffer
a variable and long delay which resulted by the calculation
of ARAS at each node. In contrast, we only introduce the
improved ARAS into the recovery phase and present a new
bioinspired routing recovery algorithm. It can cut down the
processing delay and quickly and accurately recover from the
failure without using additional broadcast control packets.
At last, by using the bioinspired route metric in the routing-
decision along with the bioinspired routing recovery, we
present a new bioinspired adaptive routing protocol, and
it allows the routing-decision node to adaptively select the
light-load node as the next hop with shorter path. According
to the simulation results, the ATAR protocol has better adapt-
ability and stability; it can efficiently mitigate the congestion
and implement the load balancing.

2. Adaptive Response by Attractor Selection

2.1. Attractor Selection-Based Mathematical Model. The
ARAS is modeled after the behavior of E. coli cells, which
is capable of adapting to dynamically changing nutrient
conditions without an embedded rule-based mechanism.
Figure 1 illustrates the condition when a bacteria cell is in a
reactor whose culture media contain two kinds of nutrients
necessary for growth of bacteria. The 𝑚

1
and 𝑚

2
represent

the concentrations of nutrient types 1 and 2 in the cell,
respectively. 𝜌

1
and 𝜌
2
represent the nutrient in the reactor.

According to [1], the equilibrium conditions in the
metabolic network are called attractors; the cell volume
growth rate of E. coli is called activity, 𝛼. A mutant E. coli
cell has a metabolic network consisting of two mutually
inhibitory operons which synthesize the two corresponding
nutrients 1 and 2. When the environment contains sufficient
amount of both nutrients, a cell can live independently
in which nutrient is produced. Once one of the nutrients
becomes scarce, for example, as the nutrient 1 does, the activ-
ity𝛼will decrease; then, the cell autonomously and adaptively
begins to control themRNA (messenger RNA) concentration
of the corresponding operon in order to produce the lacking
nutrient 𝑚

1
. The nutrient 1 in the cell will permeate the

membrane; then, the nutrient 1 in the reactor would return
sufficiently. By this way, the cell regulates themissing nutrient
production to make the cell return to a stable equilibrium
metabolic condition. By this way, the cell autonomously and
adaptively carries “attractor selection” into execution accord-
ing to the dynamically changing nutrient conditions in the
environment. In [4], the dynamics of nutrient concentrations
is formulated by the following differential equations:
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(1)

where the term 𝜂
𝑖
corresponds to the white Gaussian noise in

the gene network as internal and external noise that affects
the nutrient concentrations.The terms syn(𝛼) and deg(𝛼) are
the rate coefficient of synthesis and degradation, respectively.
The growth rate 𝛼 changes in accordance with nutrient
concentrations in the cell and the reactor.

Leibnitz et al. [2–4] extended the 2-dimensional attractor
selection to the 𝑀-dimensional case. The extended model
can adaptively select one good state from𝑀 states according
to activity value. The extended model ARAS is expressed as
follows:
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Note that the resulting vectors have the structure

𝑥
(𝑘)
= [𝐿, . . . , 𝐿,𝐻, 𝐿, . . . , 𝐿] , (3)

with a single high value𝐻 at the 𝑘th entry and all others are
of low values 𝐿.

Figure 2 illustrates the out value of the 𝑀-dimensional
ARAS with the input of 𝛼. From 𝛼 = 0 to 0.3, that is, 𝛼 is low,
therefore, the value of term 𝑓(𝑚

1
, . . . , 𝑚

𝑀
) ∗ 𝛼 will decrease;

each value𝑚
𝑖
receives more effect from the noise 𝜂

𝑖
and has a

random value. When the maximal solution is found, 𝛼 starts
increasing; the value of term𝑓(𝑚

1
, . . . , 𝑚

𝑀
)∗𝛼will increase.

Therefore, the gap between selected value and nonselected
value grows larger and becomes stable with one high value
𝐻 and𝑀− 1 low values 𝐿 once 𝛼 = 1.0 which indicates that
the system reaches the suitable attractor.

Leibnitz successfully adopted the𝑀-dimensional attrac-
tor selection in the MARAS protocol for next hop selection
among neighbors. InMARAS,𝑀 neighbor nodes of routing-
decision node are defined as𝑀-dimensional attractors. The
term 𝑚

𝑖
(1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑀), called probability value, indicates

whether the 𝑖th neighbor should be selected among 𝑀
neighbors. Activity 𝛼 (0 ≤ 𝛼 ≤ 1) is equivalently regarded as
the information which shows the goodness or stability of the
current routing condition, and it is updated by the feedback
information from the destination.
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Figure 2: Influence of activity on output in the model [2–4].

Using (2) along with 𝛼 allows the routing-decision node
in MARAS to select the next route node according to the
maximum probability value among the𝑀 neighbors. When
the current routing path becomes unstable or interruptive,
the activity decreases. As a result, a larger effect from noise
term 𝜂

𝑖
will take place; the 𝑚

𝑖
of each neighbor will have a

random value. Therefore, the routing-decision node would
use a random manner to select the neighbor node with the
maximal value. On the other hand, once a suitable neighbor
node 𝑘 is selected, the activity will increase and the effect
of noise will be suppressed, which gives a single high value
𝑚
𝑘
and𝑀 − 1 low values. This means that only the suitable

neighbor will be selected as the next hop, which then allows
the routing path to return to a suitable state again ormaintain
the current routing path for forwarding data.

2.2. Improvement on Randomicity of ARAS Model. In Leib-
nitz’s method, routing-decision node utilizes a noise-driven
stochastic approach to choose the next hop when the current
routing path deteriorates. Due to the randomicity of the
random walk phase, the routing-decision nodes may select
a neighbor node which is too far from the destination or
heavy load as the next hop especially when there are toomany
candidate neighbor nodes. Conspicuously, the probability of
selecting a noneffective node as the next hop will increase.
As a result, an effectual transmission route cannot be swiftly
and accurately found, whichwould result in an increase of the
congestion degree of routing node.

To this point, this papermodifies themathematicalmodel
of ARAS as follows: we define the 𝑀 attractors as the
metabolic states of𝑀 cells and map the neighbors of routing
node to the cells. Each cell has an activity value of its own, that
is, growth rate of cell. Let the activity 𝛼

𝑖
(0 ≤ 𝛼

𝑖
≤ 1) of the 𝑖th

cell be the newmetric, “next hopfitness,”which represents the
goodness grade of routing path if the 𝑖th neighbor is elected as
the next hop.Therefore, each neighbor has a metric to denote
the transmission state if it acts as an intermediate node for
the destination node.The output values𝑚

𝑖
correspond to the

packet delivery gain of the current routing-decision node’s
𝑖th neighbor, which is the improvement degree for packet
delivery if the 𝑖th neighbor acts as the next hop node.

For all neighbor nodes, the improved 𝑀-dimensional
model ARAS is described as follows:
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(4)

where𝑚max = max(𝑚
𝑖
), 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑀; each differential equation

has a stochastic influence from an inherent Gaussian noise
term 𝜂

𝑖
, and it obeys normal distribution with parameters of

mean 0.1 and variance 0.01. 𝛽 and 𝜆 are used to restrict the
value range of the delivery gain, and 𝛾 is used to control the
impact of fitness to the delivery gain. In this paper, we get
𝛽 = 1/10, 𝜆 = 9, and 𝛾 = 2. The revised ARASmodel reduces
its randomicity and sufficiently takes advantage of the useful
routing information of neighbor nodes.

2.3. Routing Recovery Based on the Improved ARAS. In
MARAS, all nodes calculated the probability values of neigh-
bors with the help of ARAS model before making route
decision and then selected the next hop according to the
maximum. Conspicuously, this method of routing decision
would engender large processing delay in the routing process
of MARAS. To overcome this drawback, we only introduce
the improvedARAS into the local recovery phase and present
a new routing recovery algorithm. In the routing decision-
making phase, the nodes decide whether to local recovery
or forward the date according to the fitness value without
compute process by ARAS. Therefore, we can cut down the
processing delay. In respect to this mechanism, the route
recovery can be achieved without using additional broadcast
control packets. The detailed account is as follows.

Firstly, we define the meanings of parameters in the
improved ARAS, as expatiated in Section 2.2. We map the
𝑀 neighbors to the metabolic states of𝑀 cells and map the
next hop fitness of the 𝑖th neighbor to the activity of the 𝑖th
cell. Secondly, the routing-decision node obtains the delivery
gain item and the next hop fitness item of the 𝑖th neighbor
forms the local neighbor table (as explained in Section 3)
and takes them as the initial values of 𝑚

𝑖
and 𝛼

𝑖
in (4). If

the neighbors never participate in the routing process for
the destination, both of 𝑚

𝑖
and 𝛼

𝑖
are initialized with zero.

Thirdly, the fitness of each possible candidate neighbor in
routing path is applied to the ARAS model (4) to compute its
packet delivery gain, respectively. Then, the routing-decision
node selects the neighbor with the highest gain as the next
hop to forward date packet, and we update each delivery gain
item in the local neighbor table with the results. Finally, the
selected neighbor repeats the above process until it finds out
the destination node in the range of local recovery.

2.4. Evaluation of the Routing Recovery Algorithm. In order
to evaluate the performance of the improved ARAS model
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employed in the routing recovery algorithm, this paper
assumes that the routing-decision node has three neighbors
in the recovery phase. Here, the next hop fitness node 1, that
is,𝛼
1
, obeys the liner conversion over the time as the dot-dash

line shown in Figure 3.The fitness values of nodes 2 and 3 are
0.6 and 0.2, respectively.

According to the condition of fitness, we calculate the
delivery gain of all neighbors by (4) withMATLAB.As shown
in Figure 3, the output values of 𝑚

1
and 𝑚

2
fluctuate from

0 to 0.2 due to a stochastic influence from the noise-driven
term 𝜂

𝑖
when 𝛼

1
≤ 0.3 and 𝛼

3
= 0.2 (ignoring node

2, 𝛼
2
= 0.6). When 0.3 < 𝛼

1
< 0.7, the delivery gain

values of all nodes are obviously different, and the greater
the fitness is, the greater the corresponding delivery gain of
neighbor is. When 𝛼

1
≥ 0.7, the delivery gain values of

node 1 and others are in the relation of mutual inhibition,
and the gap between them grows larger and becomes stable
with maximum 𝑚

1
. As stated above, if the fitness values are

small (less than 0.3), the routing-decision node will adopt
randommanner to select the neighbor as the next hop, which
is as the same manner as the original model in the MARAS.
If the fitness values are greater than 0.3, the delivery gain
of neighbor is determined by the corresponding fitness, and
the routing-decision node selects the next hop according to
the maximum. Furthermore, there will be mutual inhibition
to maintain the delivery gain of neighbor node at the
highest level if the neighbor node has greater fitness than
0.7. Therefore, this study takes the fitness equal to 0.7 as the
threshold to decide either to carry out the local recovery or to
reinitialize the routing.

The solutions of the multidimensional differential equa-
tions vary with the changes of values of the independent
variables; such a feature could be utilized in the design of
the route behavior. If the fitness of the initial next hop is
greater than 0.7, the routing-decision node will keep on

selecting the initial next hop in which the corresponding
packet delivery gain would be the highest; otherwise, the
routing-decision node implements the local recovery. During
the local recovery phase, if there are neighbors whose fitness
is greater than 0.3, the routing-decision node still can take
the neighbor with a higher fitness as the next hop, which
takes full advantage of the useful routing information of
neighbor nodes. If there are no values greater than 0.3,
the routing-decision will utilize the noise-driven random
walk. By this approach, we reduce the randomicity of ARAS
model to quickly and accurately recover from the failure,
especiallywhen there are toomany neighbors.The simulation
result also shows that the improved ARAS model has better
adaptability and stability.

3. A Bioinspired Adaptive MANET Routing to
Circumvent Congestion Nodes

In this study, we present a new bioinspired adaptive routing
(ATAR) to circumvent the congestion nodes in MANET.The
discovery of paths from source to destination is done in the
route setup phase by broadcasting route request packets like
in the conventional routing methods, for example, AODV.
In the process of routing maintenance, the routing-decision
nodes update the routing information with a feedback man-
ner the same as that in MARAS and perform the local
recovery with the routing recovery algorithm based on the
improved ARAS.

Compared with AODV [5], the ATAR protocol adds two
items to the route table: next hop fitness item and feedback
window item, where feedback window is a list of traveled hop
counts of the feedback packet originated at the destination
and sent via the current node during a certain time. We also
add two items to the local neighbor table: next hop fitness 𝛼

𝑖

and corresponding packet delivery gain 𝑚
𝑖
. Besides, we add

a new field, “fitness,” to the route control message RREP for
recording the fitness value of node which sends or forwards
the RREP.

3.1. Account for Fitness. The fitness item of route table is a
significant parameter for adaption to circumvent congestion
nodes with shorter path and decide whether to carry out the
local recovery. We calculate the fitness of node by “feedback
update” and “decay update”; the 𝛼 changes according to the
two factors in the range from 0 to 1. “Feedback update” is
used to keep the routing information up-to-date based on the
recent feedback packets which are sent by the destination.
“Decay update” is used to avoid utilizing the outdated
information. The elaborate descriptions are as the following
chapters.

3.1.1. Feedback Update of Fitness. In our protocol, we adopt
a cross-layer design method that involves the MAC layer
and the network layer to complete the feedback update. The
“feedback update” is calculated by two aspects: queue buffer
in the MAC, 𝛼queue for short, and the traveled hop count of
feedback packet, 𝛼hop for short.The former one is represented
as the congestion degree of node.The latter one is represented
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as the length and stability of the route path, and it is calculated
when the feedback packet arrives. The formula is as follows:

𝑑𝛼queue

𝑑𝑡

=
3
√
(𝐵 − 𝑏)

𝐵

− 𝛼queue, (5)

𝑑𝛼hop

𝑑𝑡

=

(𝑤min + 2)

(𝑤 (𝑡) + 2)

− 𝛼hop, (6)

𝑇hop = 4 ∗ net travel time. (7)

In (5),𝐵 is the total queue buffer of node and 𝑏 is the size of
occupied queue.The greater (𝐵− 𝑏)/𝐵 is, the greater 𝛼queue is.
In this study, we define that the node is congested when the
queue buffer is occupied up to 65% or more. Therefore, the
node is not suitable to act as an intermediate routing node
if the vacancy rate of node’s queue is less than 35%; that is,
𝛼queue < 0.7. In (6), 𝑤min is the minimum traveled hop count
in the feedback window during the time 𝑇hop before current
time. 𝑤(𝑡) is the most recent feedback packet’s traveled hop
count. If the hop count to the destination becomes larger,
there will be (𝑡) > 𝑤min, and the 𝛼hop will decrease; then it
means that the current path is unstable and the length ismore
than before. In (7), the net travel time is the longest period
for the networks to complete the delivery of a date packet,
including queuing delay and propagation delay. Consider the
following:

𝛼 = {

𝛼hop, if the available ratio of queue ≥ 35%
𝛼queue, otherwise.

(8)

In this study, we give priority to consider the node’s load
condition; meanwhile, we select the routing path as short
as possible. As a result, we could reduce the extra delay
caused by the longer routing path which is due to the fact
that the date packets steer clear of the local “hotspots” or
circumvent the congestionnodes.Therefore, the node’s fitness
𝛼, which is defined for the specified destination node, should
be calculated by 𝛼queue and 𝛼hop; the format is expressed as
(8).

3.1.2. Decay Update of Fitness. At each intermediate node, by
using the information from the feedback packet, the fitness
is calculated and the routing information is updated. As
the feedback packets are sent only when the RREQ or data
packets arrive at the destination, it can be concluded that if no
packet arrives at the destination, then the intermediate node’s
fitness will never be carried out by the process of “feedback
update.” Moreover, we can assume that the intermediate is
no longer suitable as the next hop for the route node when
the intermediate node is not used for a long time. In order to
recover from such situations, the previous learned values of
fitness need to be constantly decayed over time to avoid using
the outdated information.Therefore, the fitness on each node

and route table must be decayed over time before the node
participates in the routing process. The formula is as follows:

𝛼new = 𝛼strored −
𝑇now − 𝑇last
𝑇decay

∗ 𝜂, (9)

𝑇decay = 2 ∗ 𝑤 (𝑡) ∗ node travel time, (10)

where the decay constant 𝜂 = 0.1, 𝑇decay is the basic interval
to periodically perform decay process, 𝑇last is the latest time
to perform decay process, 𝑇now is the current time, and
node travel time is the average period for one node to deliver
a date packet to its adjacent node. The further the distance
from the intermediate node to the destination is, the longer
the period for intermediate node to receive the feedback
packet is. Hence, the intermediate nodes, which are far from
the destination, will decay too fast due to the small basic
interval and result in the failure of the whole routing path.
Therefore, the basic decay interval should increase along with
the increase of the distance from the destination. So the
𝑇decay should be changed with 𝑤(𝑡) by (10). The fitness decay
mechanism is performed with (9) as long as the nodes use
the information of fitness, and the fitness decay mechanism
should be suspended if 𝛼strored equals zero.

3.2. An Adaptive Routing Protocol to Circumvent Congestion
Nodes with ARAS (ATAR)

3.2.1. Route Establishment. We adopt the broadcasting route
discovery mechanism fromAODV to establish the route.The
process is described as follows in detail. Firstly, the source
node broadcasts the RREQ with a unique ID to its neighbor
nodes. The intermediate node gets the nonreduplicate RREQ
and then establishes the reverse path. If the 𝛼queue of current
intermediate node is less than 0.7, this node discards the
RREQ as it is too congested to act as the best candidate of
the next hop node. Otherwise, this node would rebroadcast
the RREQ. The other intermediate nodes repeat the process
until the RREQ reaches the destination. Secondly, the reverse
path for the RREP is memorized when the RREQ arrives at
the destination. The 𝛼hop of destination node is initialized
with 1, and the 𝛼queue is calculated with its own queue buffer
information. Thus, we get the fitness of destination by (8).
Then, the RREP, which contains the fitness of destination
node, is generated and forwarded in a unicast manner to
the source via the reverse path. Thirdly, when the RREP
arrives at the intermediate node in the reverse path, the
intermediate node sets up the obverse route entry in the route
table and the next hop fitness item in the neighbor table for
the previous hop with the fitness value which is from the
RREP; meanwhile, it adds the traveled hop of RREP to the
feedback window item and initializes 𝛼hop with 1 and the
corresponding delivery gain 𝑚

𝑖
of the previous hop with 1

(all other neighbors are 0). Then, this node calculates its 𝛼
and updates the fitness item of RREP. Afterward, this node
forwards the renewed RREP again via the reverse path. The
other intermediate nodes repeat the process until the RREP
reaches the source. Finally, the source node initializes the
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Table 1: The complexity of ATAR, MARAS, and AODV.

Items AODV MARAS ATAR

Time complexity

Initialization 𝑂(2𝑑) 𝑂(2𝑑) 𝑂(2𝑑)

Failure occurs 𝑂(2𝑑)

Complete the recovery process in the recovery range
Yes No Yes No
𝑂(2𝑑) 𝑂(4𝑑) 𝑂(2𝑥) 𝑂(2𝑥 + 2𝑑)

Communication complexity

Initialization 𝑂(2𝑁) 𝑂(2𝑁) 𝑂(2𝑁)

Failure occurs 𝑂(2𝑁)

Complete the recovery process in the recovery range
Yes No Yes No

𝑂(𝑗 + 𝑧) 𝑂(𝑗 + 𝑧 + 2𝑁) 𝑂(𝑖 + 𝑦) 𝑂(𝑖 + 𝑦 + 2𝑁)

𝑁: the number of nodes in the network; 𝑑: network diameter; 𝑥: the recovery range TTL of failure node; 𝑦: the number of nodes which participate in the
recovery process in the range of TTL.
𝑧: the number of nodes which participate in the recovery process in the range of network diameter.
𝑖: the number of neighbors of nodes in 𝑦; 𝑗: the number of neighbors of nodes in 𝑧.

route in the same manner at all the intermediate nodes; then,
the date packet forwarding begins.

3.2.2. Route Maintenance. After the route is set up, the
data packets are forwarded to the destination by using the
information stored in the route entry. The RREP would be
sent back to the source to learn the current condition for route
maintenance. The detail is as follows. Firstly, the routing-
decision node carries out the decay update of fitness for the
fitness value in the route table. If the 𝛼 in the route table
of routing-decision node is less than 0.7, the previous next
hop in the route table would be too congested or the route
path becomes too long; consequently, the routing-decision
node should carry out the local routing recovery algorithm.
Otherwise, the current node should forward the date packet,
and the next hop updates the reverse path and lifetime when
it receives the date packet.Then, those particular nodes in the
routing path repeat the process until the date packet arrives
at the destination. Secondly, the destination node would send
back the RREP with its fitness once the date arrives at it.
Thirdly, once the particular intermediate node receives the
RREP, it updates the corresponding obverse route table entry
and neighbor table entry for the previous hop with the value
obtained from the RREP as the same manner in the route
establishment phase. Finally, the whole route path has been
updating.

With the update of route table in accordance with the
information of feedback packet, the ATAR could adaptively
circumvent the congestion nodes whose queue buffer is
occupied up to 65% and more, and the rerouting action is
taken in advance. In the recovery phase, the failure nodes
could quickly and accurately recover from the failure without
using additional broadcast control packets. Therefore, the
route failure due to congestion could be avoided, the date
packet drops and queue delay reduces, and the successful
delivery ratio could be improved.

As shown in Table 1, we compare the ATAR, MARAS,
and AODV in terms of time and communication complexity
for observing the respective resource consumption. The time
complexity is defined as the steps needed to run during
the phase of routing, and the communication complexity is
defined as the number of messages required to send during

the phase of protocol operation. Those protocols all adopt
a manner of broadcast in the route initialization; the route
control messages cross the network twice and should be
distributed process in each node. As a result, the time and
communication complexity are𝑂(2𝑑) and𝑂(2𝑁) in the route
initialization stage, respectively. In the failure scenarios, the
complexity of those protocols will be different in that they
carry out different route recovery schemes. Table 1 shows that
generally the ATAR protocol does not consume too much
resource, and it acquires high efficiency and overcomes the
drawbacks of heavy overhead in the MARAS.

4. Evaluation

4.1. Simulation Settings. We evaluated the performance of
the proposed protocol using OPNET. We divided a flat area
into two equal flat areas and placed three fixed nodes at
the regional center, and the other nodes were randomly
distributed and moved in each area. Two pairs of nodes sent
and received the date packets; the source and the destination
were in different areas, respectively. The data packets sent by
the source in one area would pass through the fixed nodes in
the center to reach the destination in the other area.

4.2. Simulation Results. In Figure 4, we show the effects of the
number of nodes 𝑀 when the speed V is 10m/s. The more
nodes in the network, the bigger the probability of end-to-end
links would be established is, and the higher the probability
that packet will be successfully delivered to the destination.
Simulation results show that the ATAR is less susceptible
to this effect than the AODV and MARAS. In Figure 5, we
show the effects of the speed V when the number of nodes
is 37. Simulation results demonstrate that no matter how the
node speed changes, the ATAR always performs better than
the AODV and MARAS; it means that the ATAR has better
adaptability and robustness against the dynamic changing
topology. In Figures 6 and 7, we set 𝑀 = 37, V = 10m/s.
We collect the number of data packets forwarded by the
three fixed nodes in the center in Figure 6. Simulation results
show that the load balancing degree of ATAR is obviously
better than that of AODV and MARAS. Due to the fact that
latency time of data packet in the congestion node buffer
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would become longer, the ETE delay of a pair of source and
destination would increase rapidly to form the spike delay,
as the “pulse” shown in Figure 7. Figure 7 shows that the
probability of spike delay taking place in ATAR is smaller
than that of AODV and MARAS, and the amplitude of pulse
is also smaller. The simulation results illuminate that the
ATAR is adaptive to choose an idle node as the next hop to
circumvent the “hotspot” zone and reduce the latency time
due to congestion. In Figure 8, we set the packet size as 256,
512, 1024, 2048, and 4096 (bits), respectively. When there is
too heavy load in the network, the average delay is degraded
due to congestion node and link competition. The average
delay of ATAR changes slower than that of AODV with an
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increasing size of packet, and we can see that the ATAR is less
susceptible to the negative effect of heavy load than AODV.

All the simulation results and analyses verify that the
ATAR outperforms the AODV and MARAS. Specifically, the
number of nodes and load level can significantly affect the
network performance, and the proposed scheme ATAR can
efficiently control the congestion and share the load.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a new bioinspired adaptive
routing protocol (ATAR). In the routing initialization and
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routingmaintenance, the intermediate nodes forward a route
request and implement route recovery according to the
fitness of routing table. In the local recovery, we employ
the proposed routing recovery algorithm to calculate the
packet delivery gain of each possible candidate neighbor in
the route path, and the routing-decision node chooses the
one with highest gain among these neighbor nodes as the
next hop. Simulation results show that ATAR achieves better
performance.
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